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Landscape painting has an impressive history and tradition

in Britain and it is encouraging to find there are still artists who

feel an affinity with a particular type of landscape and are able

to communicate this in an original and interesting way. For

Jonathan Shearer, it is the awesome power and poetry of wild,

unspoilt landscapes that is his inspiration and, as with Turner,

McCulloch and McTaggart (artists whom he particularly

admires), his work skillfully combines perception, emotion and

expression with a sensitive concern for painterly qualities.

Theconnectionwiththe landscape, itshistoryandspecial sense

of place, are aspects that are fundamental to Jonathan’s work,

such that every painting originates from oil sketches and draw-

ings made on site. For him, the advantages of working on site

lie as much in the physical and emotional experience of being

there as in the opportunity to capture an expression of those

experiences in paint.

Remote, and invariably shaped by the drama of light and

weather, his landscapes belong to an undisturbed, sublime

wilderness. They are landscapes dominated by natural forces

and, in turn, in his large canvases he works with a similar sense

of urgency and energy to convey the distinctive mood and

atmosphere of each scene. With their ‘ebb and flow’of paint,

these are evocative, engaging landscapes, but more than this,

they are paintings charged with a strong spiritual quality.

W O R K I N G O N S I T E

‘Speed is essential when working outside–if you spend too

much time on a sketch or painting, you lose the sense of what

is happening,’Jonathan explains.‘I like each painting to be readi-

ly identifiable to the particular location, yet equally it must

be true to my feelings and response, which I think gives it an

integrity. Consequently the result won’t necessarily be an exact

representation of what I saw. And although my aim is to capture

the moment, conversely I also think there is a timeless quality

about such scenes.

‘Generally my subjects are wild places, away from the obvious

tourist spots. Ideally, I look for landscapes unaffected by man,

although with forestry and other activities that sort of primeval

landscape is increasingly difficult to find. Occasionally I do

include man-made elements–perhaps the remains of a stone

wall, a croft or some farm buildings–and these create a telling

sense of scale within the vastness of the landscape. But what

I prefer is that feeling of isolation; of being submerged in a land-

scapethathasaresonanceofhistory,althoughperhapsnovisu-

al evidence of mankind.’

In the last few years Jonathan’s paintings have been inspired

mostlyby locations intheHighlandsandwestcoastofScotland,

including sites on Mull and Iona. He travels all over Scotland,

usually concentrating on a different area at a time and so build-

ing up a body of work for each solo exhibition. Other favourite

locations include the Crianlarich Hills, Rannoch Moor and Glen

Coe, all of which are not far from his studio in Perthshire.

‘I need to get to know a place before I can paint it,’Jonathan says,

‘and initially I spend a lot of time walking, looking and contem-

plating. Also, I like to revisit locations at different times of the

year and in different weather conditions.The weather is a major

influence in my work and usually I am looking for something

dramatic. If it is a calm, sunny day I tend to find it a bit bland!

I have also painted in other remote areas of the country, includ-

ing theYorkshire Moors, as well as in Andalucía, Spain.

‘The choice of subject is an instinctive thing. When I am in the

landscape I know where I want to paint–it just feels right. I take
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all the necessary equipment with me, including a portable

easel, small canvas boards and a sketchbook. Sometimes I walk

for long distances, at other times, particularly if the weather

is bad, I work from the side of the road or from the back of my

van. The van is fitted out as a sort of travelling studio, with racks

to hold paintings and other equipment.’

On site Jonathan works on small canvas-covered boards or can-

vases, often just 5 x 7inches. (13 x 18 cms) in size but sometimes

slightly larger and proportionately more horizontal in format.

As in the studio, essentially he uses a wet-into-wet technique,

painting onto a surface that is initially brushed all over with

a mixture of linseed oil and Zest-it (an environmentally-friendly

alternative to turpentine). The wet surface gives him the free-

domtoapplypaintandmove itaboutveryquickly; todrawwith

the paint and respond sensitively to the unfolding mood of the

subject before him.

‘A small oil study of this type will normally take about ten min-

utes,’he explains. ‘The biggest hurdle for me to overcome is the

temptation to start adding detail, so I limit myself to a certain

amount of time. The studies will be related, but not necessarily

made at the same location. Like the weather, I am fairly restless,

and if I exhaust the potential at one site, I move on elsewhere.

From a day’s work I usually produce between ten and thirty oil

sketches, and as additional reference I take digital photographs.

V I G O U R A N D E X P R E S S I O N

From the groups of studies made on site Jonathan selects the

ones that will be useful in the studio to develop as larger paint-

ings which, as with Rannoch moor, Reflections for example, can

measure up to 7 ft or more in size. For these paintings he uses

stretched linen canvas which, as explained, is wetted all over

with a mixture of linseed oil and Zest-it. To suit the scale and

vigour of the work he uses very large brushes, including hogs,

rounds, household and glazing brushes (he has around 200

brushes in his studio), as well as rags and his hands and fingers.

His palette normally includes sixteen colours, although this can

vary, depending on the particular subject matter.The sequence

of colours (anti-clockwise, from the bottom-left of the palette)

is: titanium white, lemon yellow, yellow ochre, raw sienna, burnt

umber, raw umber, burnt sienna, vermilion red, cadmium red,

ultramarineblue,cobalt blue, cerulean blue,viridian green, terra

verte and, sometimes, alizarin crimson.

‘Attempting to copy the oil sketch on a much larger scale simply

would not work,’ Jonathan comments. ‘The painting would

lose its vitality. Instead, I use the sketch as a reference and com-

bine this with my feelings and recollections of the subject,

which leads to a much more exciting and interesting result.

‘Again, I work frantically and energetically; I can block in the

basicsof the largecanvaswithinacoupleofhours.Generally the

brushwork is bold and gestural. Sometimes the paint runs and

drips, but I am quite open to accept accidental effects of that

kind if they contribute to the painting.

‘Finished or not, there comes a point when it is necessary to put

the painting aside for a while and work on something else.

I may leave it for a week or perhaps as long as two months.

Then I will reassess it and decide whether any further work is

required. If so, the likelihood is that the painting will completely

change. But I avoid further work if the momentum is lost,

because in my view painting must always be an emotional,

vigorously expressive process.’

RobinCapon

Art Journalist

Originally printed in The Artist Magazine, May 2009
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Conceive these mountains if you
can-rib them with gleaming
waterfalls, paint them with ever
changing hues and fill the
intervening spaces with gorges,
ravines and glens, dashed with the
purple gloom and abysses filled
with steaming mists, and you have
some idea of the wondrous Cuillin

C.R.Weld



7 River Coupall II, oil on canvas, 50 x 70 cm



Jura from Oronsay, oil on canvas, 107 x 157 cm 8



Road to Torridon, oil on canvas, 110 x 200 cm9



10Achnahaird Beach, oil on canvas, 110 x 200 cm



11 River Spey and the Monadilath Mountains, oil on canvas, 60 x 140 cm



12Borve Bay, Isle of Harris, oil on canvas, 70 x 150 cm



13 Silver Sands, Sanna, oil on canvas, 90 x 170 cm



14Low Tide Camusdarach, oil on canvas, 70 x 100 cm



15 Low Tide, Arisaig, oil on canvas, 50 x 70 cm



Lochan Fada, oil on canvas, 90 x 170 cm 16



17 Lothian Sky, oil on canvas, 90 x 155 cm



18Low Tide, Ardnamurchan, oil on canvas, 83 x 117 cm



Emerald Sea, Iona, oil on canvas, 83 x 117 cm19



Rannoch Moor, oil on canvas, 60 x 75 cm 20



Mist, River Coupall, oil on canvas, 70 x 100 cm21



22Eilean Annairdh from North Beach Iona, oil on canvas, 60 x 70 cm



Traigh Bann and Eilean Annairdh, oil on canvas, 60 x 70 cm23



24Seilbost Beach, Harris, oil on canvas, 76 x 122 cm



Harris Reflections, oil on canvas, 122 x 157 cm25



Rannoch Moor, Reflection, oil on canvas, 110 x 200 cm 26



Buachaille Etive from River Coupall, oil on canvas, 50 x 70 cm27



28Summer Sky, Lothian, oil on canvas, 110 x 200 cm



Atlantic Surf, oil on canvas, 50 x 70 cm29



Towards Mull from Iona, oil on canvas, 40 x 50 cm 30



31 Iona Rocks III, oil on canvas, 50 x 70 cm
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Reaching the blade-back of Bruach na Frithe
I came in sight of the savageness of the country:
a heavy black mantle of clouds,
the storm winds in their mouths;
about the girdling summits on the awesome scurrs
a dun opening in the firmament
under the low red-black dense pall
of brindled dark surly clouds,
congregation of the horrors of the elements
gathering of the storms for exercise;
hurricane clangour of every blast
about the grim savage pinnacles;
shaking and quivering of the yelling blast
about the battlements of every grey bare-swept summit

SorleyMacLean



33 Loch Coruisk, Skye, oil on canvas, 60 x 90 cm



Studio Sky, set of 9, oil on canvas, each 18 x 18 cm 34



35 Wester Ross & Assynt Studies, set of 9, oil on canvas, each 13 x 18 cm
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